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nothing is connected 

the media has made such a mess of this age
and I read your poem
and I can tell it was another fantasy written on your iphone
because I can hear your binaric numbers and words
and I smell the static of electronic on your breath
and I can tell if a room is built in commercial computer-aided design
the second I walk in.

i feel these perfect round numbers, these cookie-cutter walls
and these ugly shitboxes metastasizing the sprawl of the annex.
i feel the missing fractals in my cartilage.

and a mcmansion is a ouija board with meaningless signifiers
asking nothing, saying nothing.
and every mcmansion is built on an ancient burial ground 
that stopped giving a shit fifty years ago
its sluggish spectres converted to slave labour capitalism.
they stopped haunting and got jobs at walmart.

but more progress, and more housing, and more skyscrapers and sprawl
developing in the gentrified cancer that invades the city
festering all the water
duplicating all the patterns
swallowing the illusory soul of cosmopolitanism.

with a flick of a commercial computer-aided design paintbrush
another flashy parking lot
another restaurant on some insignificant street
another piquant neighbourhood
another grilled cheese truck
another sushi burrito.

copy and paste and paste and paste
and keep the maquiladoras pasting
and keep silicon valley metastisising
with really cool funky businesses
and really cool funky mcmansions
and really cool funky gentrified warehouse spaces
and really cool funky premium dive bars
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this five dollar toast…is delicious. 
omg is so good. you gotta fucking try it it's amazing.
4.2.

it's all so funky
it's all so cool
it’s all so funkycool
the city is over
the city is proof of a coup.

the skins of the homeless are sewn into powerful slingshots
and they are used to deliver chewing gums and xbox games
to the programmers in their 40th floor apartment buildings.
the billionaires are evicting the millionaires.
their chariots run the children of the middle down in the streets.
and still we beg for more
and i'm guilty too.

for there are viruses on the internet.
viruses to trap us all on our phones.
software that assures ibm builds better machine guns for the mind
a computers’ childhood
as roko’s basilisk.

open community and positivity!
california is dressed up in corporate venture capitalism
california is an app.
can we even blame capitalism any more?

it goes back to the spectacle itself
all those church councils 
when we started separating ourselves from ourselves
separating minds from bodies
prying apart the unexpected convergences.

a phone is created 
an app is invented 
a connection is inserted into your connection
a cellphone, a line of code, an app, a cable, an uplink, a downvote.

mediation takes command, and we're all apps now.
and we click on each other amusing ourselves to death.
but thank god we're finally connected.
more and more connections!!
treating our data doubles like prized ponies.
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making them race for karma.
we forget that we are forgetting
that reality is mediated through our phones
an invisible layer between us all
connecting us with extemporal transmitters.
they vibrate in our pockets and harvest our thoughts
harvest our visions, harvest our children, harvest the sky
the internet is feasting
the internet is the real world.

the compact disk is cliche
the record is quaint
the vcr is novel
the cassette is trendy 
the book has unexpectedly remained relevant in the north american market

but the book is a computer
everything is a computer
three questions on six-times-two
digitalised desiring-machines

we fed them the planet and in return the computers fed us our minds
in systemic prisons of endless mediation
a prison world of missed calls and text messages
a prison world of comprehensibly reconcilable emojis
a prison world of concepts that turn up ready-made.

and i can’t see it
and you can’t see it
and they can’t see it
and we love to stay connected.

this prison is with us always
connecting us to the outside world
just inches above our eyes
as our heads stay down....
everything is networked but nothing is connected!!!
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